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In Europe removal of Visa provided better security
There is story as depicted in the Puran that Ravan the enemy of Rama after
kidnapping his wife Sita detained in his kingdom for the years. Rama was of form
view that his wife is a women of character but even then to protect faith and belief
of the subject he considers its necessary to exile his beloved wife. Thus Rama
severed and organ in form of Sita from his body both Rama and Sita felt pain of
that owned of separation through out their life. Despite solemnizing marriage both
of them could not lead their life together. The people of India even today step from
an ideal and impartial King.
The history of Rama and Sita is being repeated even today with only
difference that Rama of Ayodhaya today is compelled to keep away himself from
Sita because he cannot go to Janakpur to meet Sita. Today‟s Rama has born in a
poor family in the country, the thrown of which has been occupied by today‟s
Ravan itself. In the glimpses of skipe today‟s Rama can stair at Sita of palace but
he cannot meet her and even cannot think of marrying her. The government of
Janakpur is not giving visa to him. Both of them can talk to each other on
telephone but cannot touch each other. Today‟s Ravan has not only snatched to
Sita from Rama but also graved his thrown.
Today‟s Rama could not be crowned as King because any person belonging
to a poor family cannot win election. Rama of past despite being a Prince had
sacrificed happiness of married life to honour the fillings of a subject. Today‟s
King represents the feelings of people is just for the name sake only rather he is
accepting the sacrifice made by the people. He is enjoying the tour of the whole
world, undertaking business in the country where he gets maximum profit and
sending his children abroad for study but he confining the people of his country
within the boundaries of the country in the name of Visa.
Today‟s Rama when asks to Ravan to remove barbed wires of visa, the King
response not to think about removing the wires but to love them because it is his
country and the people abroad are like wild animals. These barriers have prevent
the people from entering into other countries. The present Rama when says to
Ravan that there is a power above everyone today to punish on committing wrong
but why doesn‟t he allow to form a common government in the world to punish for

his committing wrong. Ravan answers, “ it is so because I am almighty, I am
sovereign and there is no one above me. I can punish but cannot accept
punishment:”
In decision and hesitation is ruling both Rama and Sita today. Both are
observing that the governments of the countries are acting like villains between the
lovers of two different countries because of non existence of a common global
government. Two nations are erected like mountain between two friends and two
entrepreneurs and like rivers between jobseekers and employment givers and
labourers are compel to get confined in their countries. It is interesting to note that
this check and balance is applicable only to lower and middle classes. The rich one
of every country has attain freedom from all these barriers. Presently becoming a
poor and belonging to middle class is like an offender.
It can be said that nature has created mountains, rivers, oceans, forests to
separate a man to man. If this was so what was the need for constructing bridge on
the rivers, tunnels through the mountains and running of motors and trains between
the forests, and why flying aeroplane and swimming ships were introduced and
above all what was the need to introduce and computer through which a lover
living in a one country felled in love with the beloved it living in another country.
The governments of the countries deliberately published widely about the
dangers of breaking visa and suppressed the benefits of doing away with the
system of visa. Liberating the world by breaking visa can cause any danger is
considered true then weapons should not be allow to be manufactured anywhere in
the world, the power house should be closed and the flying of aeroplanes should be
stopped because dangers is involved in all of these.
Realizing the futility of visa around 27 countries in Europe removed barriers
from their countries in the very beginning in the century to allow free movement of
the people of these countries. All of these countries came above the elusion of fake
security. Prior to this happening the narrowed nationalists of these countries laid
themselves a luxurious lives but created a kind of terror in the mind of the people
their countries by saying that enemies of their countries will disturb peace and
order of the country by creating terror, committing crime and smuggling their
commodities in the respective countries with a view to destroy economy of the
country. For this reasons only feeling of patriotism was to be installed in the hearts
of the poor by saying that this is the country of their ancestors and this is your
heritage. The people were persuaded to live measurable lives but they should pay
the tax for the Army to defend by coming to year 2000 the people of Europe
stopped listing to the conservative nationalists and remove the barriers installed on
the boundaries of the countries to move freely within whole Europe. With this
rather Europe has become more secured.

In Righved period the whole world was considered like one family. There
was not any barrier of the countries, borders governments, Armies, no law of
Registry was in existence. Food items provided by nature itself was in huge
quantity so much so that undertaking labour was not any precondition for getting
food. Since history repeat itself, so in near future the barriers of boundaries
between the other countries are bound to be removed on the lines of the Europe
and a common government of the world is decisively in the offing. The world in
the year plus two thousand is going to take shape as it was in the minus two
thousand.
This book tells the readers about the reasons for this new face of the world in
which impossible task is going to be possible; the people from poor to the richest
one are going to join this movement.
One cannot lead a peaceful life in his family by improving the atmosphere
office house only if the atmosphere is befitted all along the localities and villages.
This world like a villages and one‟s country is like a house hold settled in this
village. The political environment of any country for the reasons of demonstration
effect of human being does never allow the restriction of visa. Hence, reforming
politics not only of the country but of the whole world has become necessary. In
this book measures for reforming politics instead of critising politicians and
officers for the problems people face, have been discussed and the people are
working untidily through various platforms for introducing those reforms
everywhere. That is why the price of this book has been fixed low and such a big
issue like advocating for removing visa has been discussed very briefly. The
people who will willing to undertake some work for reforming the global politics
or those having any doubt or objection over any of the measure for reforms should
go through these books particularly “toward global change, which has been
referred at several place in this book.” An appeal will made to the readers to
support at least such a big task even if doing anything toward this direction may
not be possible to them because there is nothing wrong in looking a dream is a big
task so this is possible for all. Thinking big will bring a big idea in your family
among your relatives and in your country sooner or later.
It is requested to help us by joining your hands with us by publishing about
this book.
Bharat Gandhi
25 September 2010
New Delhi
Reform politics not only the country but the whole world

It is obvious from these experiences that there is a need to change not only
driver of the vehicle but engine also requires overhauling. This is demand of the
time that government should deliver rapidly. Some people may think about the
proposed reformation of the politics of the world as a big task but the author of
this book wants to request such people with all humility that manufacturing and
flying an aeroplane may appear to them as a big task but atleast they should
express good wishes who those who are involved in doing all this. And such
people should atleast stopped sending the people of narrow thinking by casting
their votes in their favour the author solicite the support from the people to join the
move for removing those bureaucrats and leaders who favour continuance of visa
laws for the people of the country and taking benefits from this humiliating laws
visit themselves abroad. The people should bycaute products and services of the
companies, which are not ready to support formation of the common global
government and spending at least 2 percent of their profits they earn on this
mission. People are requested to support the party which is pursuing the policy to
stopped the provision of export and import between the countries.
The reasons for removing visa
The leaders of every country during the process of creating nation state has
implanted a falls notion in the mind of a common man that the poors have nothing
to do with the other countries and visiting abroad by the rich one‟s is justified but
this is not appropriate for the poors. It has also taught by them that only those who
treated as patriates of the nations who take other countries as enemies. In
respective to this fact whether he has a love for the people for own country or not
but they are supposed to hate essentially with the other country. This hate is the
basics of fake nationalism.
There is a need to tell the truth to the people. This fact has to be brought
before them that human beings the earth both are the giving‟s of Nature. The
existence of both became possible only through the laws of Nature. The part of the
earth which is treated as India has not been created by the people of India or for
example even the part of the lands America exists, has not been brought to
existence by the American‟s. However, the people of America also have
constructed their homes on that lands as we Indians have done on this land. The
lands on which houses has been constructed belong to the people of the whole
world. One can prevents other from entering into the house which has been
constructed by him but how can any country prevent the people of other country
from visiting the country, roads, farms, forest, mountains etc. Can children be
separated from their mother relations between the mother and the children is a
natural relation which cannot be broken. Similarly the earth is a natural one, which

cannot be broken. The visa laws commits this offence therefore, this law violates
naturals rights of people.
The number Chromosomes in the bodies of everyone is confined to the pair
of 23. there are 10 fingers in two hands of everyone, everyone is having two hands,
two legs, two eyes ….. when nature has not made any discrimination between man
and man then why such discrimination has been made at the hands of fake
nationalists. When laws of Natures does not people of two countries why the laws
of the countries do so in the eyes of nature the people of every country are equal,
why all are not treated equals in the eyes of the Constitutions made by the
countries. This arguments can be advanced that Nature has created mountains,
rivers, oceans, forest to separate to man to other man. But Nature has not
demarcated countries after all what was the need of constructing bridges on the
rivers, tunnels in the mountains, running trains and transport between the forests
and what was the need to invent aeroplane ship or what was the purpose for
bringing man and women closed to one another through internet etc.
Big cities have been developed of the money of poors, therefore people from
the small town and their villages visiting these cites by way of in acting of law nor
any condition visa passport can be imposed for visiting these cities the developed
town in fact is result of labour undertaken by the people of entire country. The
capital comes in this towns from the people of the whole country therefore the
master of the capital cannot be prevented from interim into territory of their
assests. This logic is acceptable within the country but at world level this is not
accepted. On account of imbalanced trade money generated through labour of the
poors of the whole world and Natural resources rich to the developed countries but
the same man are not allowed to visit those countries to at least to see that what
was the done with their money. But they are not allowed to do show.
People of 27 countries became free by removing visa
Around 27 countries of Europe removed barriers of their countries in the
very beginning of the century and they came above elusion of fake security. The
narrow minded nationlist people created fear in the mind of the people of their own
countries by saying that the enemies of the neighbour coutries will create terror in
form of massacre, commites crime like theft and robbery and through smuggling
their goods destroy economy of our country. The poors of the country were asked
to maintain patriotism and they were asked to pay for the maintaining Army to
defend the country even at the cost of their well being.
History repeat itself everybody except this fact and it is decided that in near
future global government is inevitavly to come and barriers of the countries are to
be removed. In Regved period entire world was considered as one family. The
world was not divided into the countries, boundries, governments etc. there was

not any existence in Army or laws of registry, food items were available in big
quantities by the grace of nature and for forgetting foods undertaking labour was
not a precondition.
Atrocities made by some specific persons on the common man
Some specific persons even in democracy considered themselves as part of a
big family of the world but treated a common man as domestic animals of the
family. The specific persons reserved pleasant work for themselves and catagorised
painful work to be undertaken by the common man they prescribed high
remunaration against pleasant work is usually undertake and prescribed lesser
amount for painful work.. they refusing discovery made by science inacted
succession law by declare their own children as competent one. And declared the
common men as common without any support given by the scientist in their
favour. such especial persons started themselves treating as educated just for the
reasons that they can identify words whereas they were not able to identify
difference between two crops. For the so called uneducated persons the laws of
economic penalty and for the so called educated persons laws of giving award were
made.
So called specific persons behind the curtain of democracy made such a
provision that common man will continue to under take labour like machine or
they were begun to be treated as cattle. They so called special men will turn the
entire earth hellis in the coming days if they are allow to dictate their terms.
Electricity is produced in the name of common man enjoyed by the men of special
category. Clothe are manufactured in the name of common man but those will be
worn by the special one‟s building are constructed in them the special category of
the persons lead. Roads are construted in the name of common man but vehicles of
the persons of special category run on the roads. rails are introduced in the name of
the common man by the man of special category. They enjoy everything in the
name of common man.
Common man will remain hungry from generation to generation.grains are
sold abroad for developing sports fields for specific persons but the common man
will not be allowed even to near to reach stadium. The issue of entertainment for
men of special category is more precus than food of the common man. All this is
done by the parliament which has been constituted by 95 percent vote cast by the
common man. The men of special category reach the corridor of parliament elected
by common man. The common man irrigates garden in the premises of parliament
but the doors of parliament remained closed for them. The men of special category
have adopted several majors to divide the common man constituting 80 to 90
percent population. Barriers of the countries have been created and walls of
religions and cast and parties have been constructed to divide to the common man.
The move for formation of a global government will create one and the same caste

and religion for the common man. And a world party will come into existence of
the common man. Ultimately this move will constitute a global government of the
common man. The common man are just to be told truth.
Why could UNO not remove barriers of visa
It is futile to except from a an ordinary organization like UNO that rule of
law will exist even at world level comma, international dispute will be solved, it
will support the victim country in case another country commits in justice against
the same., it will prevent mutual exploitation of the country , it will penalized the
countries which spoil environment it will prevent violence, ill governance price
rise it will check on international economic disparity. It will prevent poverty and
unemployment within the country coming into existence on account of
demonstration effect at international level. It will remove the threat of third world
war and use of atomic bomb in the war, it will nourish decentralized units it will
save the weak culture from the strong one -----United Nation organization doesnot stand against the expectation but the
global government cannot meet failure because it will have written constitution, it
will have global portion of his sovereignty it will enjoy full freedom a territory will
be demarcated for its capital it will have right of imposing tax and print currency, it
will posses the police of Army of own. Its heads will be elected by the boards of
such citizens all over the world who have come above the limitation of narrowness
and it will be elected with the helps of the board of the persons to whom the
governments of their respective countries could not have been provided them the
rights to lead a dignified life.with this radical changes even there will change in
nomenclature. Now onwards it is not be known as united nation organization but it
will be called as united national government. The national government at global
will not be one like united nation organisaion the head of which live like refugee of
the other houses. It will not be government like that of the organization at door of
which the subject from the all over the world may be required to take visa for
coming to seek justice. In the headquarter of UNO that is New York only
American are allow to visit New York. The people of remaining world are
restricted to enter there. They are required to take visa not from UNO.it should not
taken never as the capacity of American Government Issue visa is that of watch
guard of UNO. As a matter of fact the capability of American government is that
of master of UNO. Thinking of the rich country
The sovereignty of any state is not divided as any person cannot separate his
head from the rests of the bodies.the state is a fact associated with mankind. The
theory of „the effect of political demonstration proved this fact‟ sovereignty of
country is in fact channels of genuine state. Genuine state can be formed at the
world level only real government will be one among the world rulers. Who ever be
elected as ruler of the world irrespective office belonging to undeveloped country

or the developed one, he will definitely the man of developed mind it means even
after born in an in undeveloped country his mind will not be that of undevelopment
one he will not commit injustice, he will not adopt party and attitude. this logging
is quite childish that this ruler of the world will pave the way to commit injustice
against developed countries.
If the global government will be formed on the basis of the theories of fake
sovereignty, and fake democracy then they objection to the developed countries
can be held justified. The developed countries may never registered objections
because this possibilities last long even after coming the state government into
power. The voters of the undeveloped countries in the form of the common
governments at the world level continue to votes in the elections to the people of
the developed countries. Its main reason is as such that the maximum opportunity
to understand world problems and solution to those problems. The people of the
undeveloped countries will have to wait for many years.
Global government is formed on genuine theory of sovergninty its ruler will
not prefer justice rather his voters will be main of justice the uniform approach and
sense of justice of their voters will be of world level those whose sense of justice is
not of world level don‟t have mental ability to understand justification of the global
government. They should not registered their names in a voter list of the world
government if their mental capability is not of as such
Thinking of the poor countries.
The eastern nationalists of the poor countries are engaged themselves in
making money and have slaved other people of their community have made slave
and poors for the purpose of getting cheap production and labour. In the name of
maintaining identity of the country the people opposed formation of the global
government because the global government will check economic slavery of the
people of the poor country the rich will never fight for the honour of poor brothers.
If the rich have had any care for the prestige self respect and identity of his poor
brother, the poor one could not have laid the life of poverty. This such painful
position formation of the global government rather that government will provide
relief from this pain which has into being.
The poor living in poverty puts forth this question that what is the use of
taking loan from the world bank if they have to live in poverty and they insists on
this point that the installments of the bank loan should paid by those who claim
themselves of position move wisdom and knowledge and call themselves more
laborious. The poor asked this question as why they should be treated as the person
under debt when not a penny of the external loan has been spent on them. They
should not asked to pay back date only because of being of the successor of the
same legacy, had it been so they should take been share in the properties the rich
has made for themselves there is no question of having fraternity between the rich

and poor rather there is relationship between the two of the master and the servant
the loan taken by the master is not to paid by the servant if the master and the
servant both are consider to be one and the same then only the servant will have to
pay back the loan taken for the joint purpose.
In the present world exactly this is happening the external loan is being hired
by the master but the servant has to suffer in living in the poverty because a big
amount of the earning of country is to be paid as installment against the external
loan all this is taking place in the name of honour, development self respect and
identity of the country.
This is going on since earlier the future global government should not be
held responsible for that for the disease of the parents the child which will born
after ten years cannot be criticized. The rich countries by providing loan have
already made the poors of the poor countries as their slaves. On account of the
laws relating to the rate of interest against international loans the rich ones whether
they belong to the poor countries or the rich countries are enjoying like anything
and the poor are facing the music. The global government in case it is form will
impose restrictions on this provision as then the money collected through tax
imposed on the income of the rich countries will be sent directly in account of the
poors of poor country. Till now the poors have been asked to share the payment
against loan taken but after formation of a global government the poors will given
an opportunity to share income as well.
This apprehension does not hold any truth that after formation of the
global government the citizen of the rich countries will helping in constituting the
kind of puppet government in the poor countries. This issue could have been raised
if the governments in the poor countries were to be formed by the presenting the
poors only. This law does not any country of the world that the number of
parliamentarians and ministers would be fixed proportionately to the population of
the poor country. In almost every country of the world the rich persons have been
given responsibility to represent the poors. That is why we call this kind of
democracy as fake democracy representing poors by the rich is like representing
dear by the lines.
Today in the poor countries the rich one‟s of that countries have formed a
kind of puppet government by the rich of country. Today only five countries of the
world have been given veto power under the international laws. How the countries
treated equally when veto power is retained only by the five countries not by all the
countries. The country with veto power is sovereign in real sense and how the
countries not having veto powers can be called sovereign countries in the same
sense. The public of the poor countries may have a short of misunderstanding that
there is no puppet government in their respective country but the puppet know this
fact that they are the puppet of the countries having veto power. The global

government will in fact provide a chance to the governments of poor countries to
form the government because after formation of the global government veto power
will meaningless and therefore any country of the world will not in a position to
retained veto power any longer. The countries in case make efforts get united the
entire world will get united against them. They are aware of this threat therefore
they will never take a risk to get united against the proposed formation of the
global government. Which will be primerly of the govt poors only and hence the
poors will get their representation in the global government though they could have
been given representation in the govt of their own country. The global government
will helpful more for the poor countries. The ignorant and the rich people of every
country make a move against the proposed global government in the minds of the
poors their vested interest in this affair that the poors continue to earn in their
whims and fancies and against their whims the poors will be ask to continue with
their jobs. The way the rich ones continue to harass the poors who are facing
economic disaster for this fears only advanced the argument is advanced in favour
of identity of the country, nationalism, development of the countries etc and by
doing so they succeed in their goals to continue befooling the poors and making
them slaves. The global government is not a kind of terror it is in fact the united
government of the countries. As the united government of the provinces is called
the government of the that country, the united government of countries will be
known as the world government. The united government formed in Delhi with the
help of both rich states and the poors states of India in no way crushed identity of
the poor countries like Bihar, Orisa and Assam. The world could not have known
them even if these poor states had attained freedom they could not have any
position to attain a kind of world wide identity. Had there been possibility of
avoiding the position these states had been riched in that of the countries of Africa
and Latin America which have lost their identities. With a formation of a common
united govt (Central Govt), working in Delhi has not caused the formation of
puppet govts in poor states like Bihar, Orisa and Assam thrust mainly by the
provincial govt of rich state like Punjab and Maharastra. Rather formation of the
common united govt at centre in Delhi of both rich and poor state has made the
process easy and smooth for the companies located in rich state for purchasing raw
materials from the poor states like Bihar, Assam etc. in absence of the common
united govt in form of the central govt the companies working in pubjab gujrat and
Mumbai could not have got an opportunity to invole the poor states for sale and
purchase their goods and the amount donated by the rich states could not have been
utilized being providing realize in case of natural calamities taken place in poor
states and the labourers of poor states could not have riched the riched states for
earning money and partially and sending it to their home states and the CBI
working under the central govt should not have pro securated the corrupt leaders of

the poor states and the people of these states could not have got rid of anarchy,
dictator ship cruelty and cheating of the corrupt leaders of the poor states.
Why India takes initiative for the formation of global govt?
Source of income for the global
A brother can advance this argument against his own brother that he would
not be able to develop at the pace of his brother and he not to able the purchase the
same luxurious items as being purchased by his brother if he will maintain
relations and look after the interest of the other members like parents uncle
maternal uncle, maternal aunt etc…..but if the father is intrusted with the right to
imposed taxes on all the brothers to meet common needs of the family the fear
prevailing among the brothers of lagging behind the other to come into the
end.there is no law to allow the parents to share in the properties of their sons,
same is the case here with the proposed global govt for which no provision does
exist to share in revenews of the countries of the world. The parents giving birth to
their children look after them and spend a good amount of their income on
upbringing of their children and the children are authorized to get legal share in
their properties of their parents after their death but in absence of the legal
provisions of giving share to parents in the income to their children most of the
parents are distined to lead very painful and ubearable humiliation during the last
phase of their life.such expreince is instrumental in enhancing tendencies for the
saving and the majority of people who are generous and don‟t have tendencies for
the savings are forced to live a life of economic slavery not only during their old
age but rather throughout their whole lifes.in absence of legal provisions of giving
rights to parents to share the income of their children create such an economic
disparity between two brothers that even it is humerous to call them brothers.
What is the reversal right of succession
The brother having the tendencies for collecting incomes and the saving with
the help of his father succeeds in doing economic exploitation between other
brothers.but in absence of legal intitlement to parents to share the income of the
sons the brother having good economic status go away from compensating
economically his own brother the global govt is in a position to do justice with the
different countries of the world as the father can do justice with all his sons the
brother having tendencies to accuping the amount generated through the labour of
his own brother will never support the provision which provide share to the father
to the income of his sons the rich countries advanced the same arguments for
exploiting the poor countries which is given by one brother against the other. The
poor brother becomes victims of exploitation at thehand of own rich brother
because the parents has not been provided a legal share in the incomes of sons. So
is the case.with the poor countries being exploted at the hands of the rich countries

in absence of the provision for global government and no legal share has been
provided to the proposed global govt in earn by the countries.
Who will struggle after all for the formation of global govt.
The poors of all the countries of the world will get united and launch the
movement to acquire their share in the income generated all over the world. The
number of the poors is around at least five hundred crores all over the world it is
around 5 times more than the total population of India.
The people who are able to look at the both aspects of life will become
pioneers of this move
After reaching the top of mountain one begins to see around the other side of
the mountain. About which he could not have thought why climbing the mounting .
his other companians following him are also not in a position to see the others
sides of the mountain. They might be thinking that other side of the mountain
might be full of prosperity but the persons reaching at the top is in a position to
look the both side of the mountain and finding only roks around the both sides he
cannot tale the truth to his own friends following him because after knowing the
truth they may pull down him and if he does not tell truth he can face the charge of
breaching trust.the leader of the group which succeeed in reaching top of the power
feels mor or less of the same after reaching the top of the power he ealised he
ignorance of the fact and does not find himself in a position to fulfil the assurances
he has made during the process of reaching to the top and he is held guilty of
commiting breach of trust and this process goes on continulus the group of
mountaineers under the leaders ship of the new hero continue their efforts for
reaching the top.
Every move and every revolution comes to failure sooner or later one class
among the participation on the move even beings to count the achievements in
failure while there is the group which beings the criticised the leadership for the
meetig of the failure.
The people
we are required of such capitalists in the world
able to read
of the class of the people read the both ends of
the both ends
life who are not just willing to make few handful
of life will
people the capitalists rather they must have the will
sacrifice.
To turn every family following the path of capitalist.
there is another group of capitalist who were therir ignorance wil support the
policy of making majority of the families economically slaves just for getting
cheap products.
We need the capitalist of third category who work in favour of consumer
rights and supports the move of paying equal amount for equal work. Today we

need such capitalists who may provide relief the world industries from expensive
labour of the developed countries. in case of reaching any international agreement
on this issue the value of the laboures of around 95 percent undeveloped country
will go uup and the value of the labours of the developed countries which
constitute only five percent countries will come down ultimately the system of
equal payment for equal work will be applicable all around the world.
The communists will
also support formation
of the global government
The feudalists all over the world will not take any interest in introducing of
global govt but a big chunk of the communists will agree to formation of the
national govt at the world level. Because the slogan. “labourers of the world, get
united slogan given by marks will come true through the platform of the global
government and the labourers of the whole world will get a constitutional platform
where they may make joint efforts for meeting their requirements. There is a good
no of communists in every country who favour the system of removing the
mandatory conditions to work to get food. They want to confine the condition to
work to those only who are willing to acquire wealth. The communist support the
share of produce getting through the mechanism of nature such as working of the
earth, the sun, the moon, water, air natural resources may be shown separately
while calculating gross domestic product. The GDP must be distributed on equal
basis without imposing condition to work will provide an opportunity to ninty
percent labourers who are working in the unorganized sectors and thus the ill
system of forced labour will come to an end in the world.
Besides them there is a big class of the people who are supporters of the
centralists forces favouring one principle one rule, one mark all over the world.
The class of the people willing to acquire the power through decentralization
will be able to do so if global govt is formed. Though the ways of acquiring power
will be little bit different
The people supporting The people who support decentralisation
regionalism will also
and who support rationalism are very closed
support for the formation to one another. Every village for the
of global government. Former group is like the nation for then and the
reason for the later group whole very important as the reason is like a nation for
them and the raise the issue of the self respect for the people of the regions.

Almighty God is
The people who believe in worshiping God
master of every one.
for the super power irrespective to the
The power of mono
religion they belong to will come in support
God is sovereignty of of this move to form a global government
the earth
because right from the very beginning they have
been extending their believes in power of God so much so that they consider the
king as representative of that power. They believe that the king has sent on this
earth by God himself and the through the king Almighty rules himself that is why
the king has been given the right to award death punishments to his subject
because God is capable to control both life and death.
The global government
Now the question arise as to whether
will be government of
writing of the constitution of a state
all those who believe in
has taken place by will of God.
God irrespective to
and whether one king is sent for
religion they belong to.
The earth and so many kings have been sent
of earth by almighty God. The number of kings is equal to that of the states God
cannot sent so many kings formation of the countries accession of the countries or
secession of the countries are all undertaken by human being, not by God. God
have not created India, Pakistan, Britain, USA etc the number of countries on this
earth is around two hundred which is result of humans efforts only.
Global government
The atheists believe in humanism the did not
will fulfil dreams of
believe in the existence of God but they also
even the Atheists
followed more or less the same atheists which
believers of God followed. The Atheists may not believe the existence of Almighty
but they have feelings of faternity and equality for all His children on this earth.
They believe in humanity there is hardly any difference between the conduct
shown by the atheists and conduct followed by believers in God. The place where
global government is formed may be treated as common platform for all religions
communities of both believers of God and Atheist. This common strength may
change political equation in the country and can bring the persons having uniform
feeling of justice for all to power.

Leftist nationalists

On the issue of global govt

may lead the global Government

nationalists will be dived into two
groups- one group can be called
rightist nationalist and other leftist
nationalists.
Rightist nationalist will raise the issue of sovereignty of the nation and say
that global government may spoil sovereignty of the nation this class will be
required to know the meaning of sovereignty they will have to be told to withdraw
their objection to accept sovereignty of global government when they don‟t have
any objection to the sovereignty to their country. Recognizing the common
sovereignty of all the countries will desist different country of the world from
purchasing sophisticated weapons to defend their respective countries against the
attack to be made by the neighbour countries. Recognizing the sovereignty of the
global government the provide opportunities to the countries to open the abnews of
sending money from different part of the world with formation of global
government the strength of the rightist nationalists will come to demising because
know onwards the countrymen will not the persuaded to pay tax sacrifice their
interest for the sake of the country when they will come to know about this fact
that the nationalist forces will push them in poverty and slavery for ever in this
present era of the world market, they will stop supporting these nationalists. This is
of no use to keep them in power if they are not capable of removing poverty,
slavery, unemployment and burden of foreign debt and of checking population
increase, corruption, terrorism and environmental pollution now the people having
love for the mankind beyond the bounderis of the countries will not be humiliated
by calling them traters of the nation. Now they will treated as patriates and
awarded suitably because now the world has become a nation.
The reasons for failure of the efforts to form global government
Making efforts to jump to reach the third story without stair is liable to fail.
There are around 220 countries in the world. Imposition of global
government on them is like making a jump to reach fifth floor from the first floor
of a building. One can‟t reach there in this manner, one can reach there through the
steps of stair only. Likewise for the formation of a global government two different
government are required to be formed in between the government of the countries
and the global government.The people who tried to form global govt in past could
not assiss the level gap between govt of the countires and one single govt of the
world. It is not possible for the district administer to effectively control 2000
villages or more directly without having the provision block level and Tahsil level
administration. One single police officer cannot monitor directly to hundred police
inspectors or more. Anarcy will prevail in police administration the people while

trying to form global govt could not draw the line of state wise arrangements. They
should have proposed first for forming a common govt mutually by the countries in
every continent. Thus the number of common govts could have been around six
and with the help of the six common govt to set of hemisphere govt. and the last
phase a common global govt with the help of hemisphere govts should have been
formed this process is easy possible and pragmatic.
There should be three new govts respectively for the villages, families and
individuals.
Taking a que from history the author, Bharat Gandhi has proposed that all
the countries should form first a common govt with the help of neighbour
countries. The common govt of the provinces was to be knows as the govt of
respective countries the author of the view that the common govt of the countries
should be given the name of countries govt. the countries all over the world should
join these either of four to six common govts
For the formation of the global govt the support of only 3.4 crore persons is
needed out of the total population is 685 crore.
The people making efforts for formation of global govt blundered by
amazing that global govt will be the govt of every one existing on the earth. Due to
this fact they tried to their best to quest the support from every one, which was
liable to meet failure cent percent achievement is never possible to any case.that is
why global govt is the govt of only those only who consider this a profit making
and the new technique described from the global govt will require the support of
around 1 crore people only. The population of the whole wolrd is around 685 crore
all of them will not be in position to understand justification for the global
govt.even half of the total population is persuaded to support formation of global
govt by giving advertisement in newpapers or by launching the membership
campaigns for the organization. It will be possible to run the global govt by
campaigning membership of the organization.
The lion cannot participate in formation of the organization if an
organization is made of the wild animals for defending the life of deers. The lion
will not be agreed to support that the deer has also the life. There is no justification
for waiting for making the forest non violence and the lion. This is not correct to
by pass implementation of rule and law for protection of deer because of this fact
that the wild and violent animals like lion, Jackal and hyena are not agreed to this.
Such illogical stands and mindset of the people that either of the power of
the country or the power of the world govt can be sovereign at one time.
Sovereignty will lie with one of them only. This thinking is orthodocs and

unscientific. To know about this in details read the book, “toward global
changing”, (Price Rs 100)
The global govt could not have been form till today due to this wrong
conclusion only. Despite all efforts over all condition of the world did not improve
and the number of poverty and unemployment went on increase without any check.
The issue of sovereignty of the globe.
Wrong Distribution of money is the main reason for growing poverty
illiteracy, malnutrition, population and unemployment. Demonstration effect is the
main reason for wrong distribution of money and non existence of the global govt
is the main reason of effect and further the main reason for non exisitence of the
same is wrong definition and notion of sovereignty.
The fake order of sovereignty prevailing in the world was shaken on the day
govt of the different countries signed the agreement on common order of the world
trade. This agreement was a moral defeat of conservative nationalist. When traders
can move freely from one countries to another then why the laboures, spiritual
sants politicians, police and judge, doctors, engineers, teachers, farmers and govt
servants can not do so. The nationalist has no moral strength to prevent their free
movement in the world.
What is justification behind preventing human beings from moving freely
without any restriction from one countries to another. When global visa – passport
has been issued for shoes. The people may question the orthodox nationalists
whether the status of man is even below shoes. The richest of the world do care
only for having minimum restriction on export import and their capital get
increased. The genuine definition of sovereignty doesn‟t impose any restriction on
such intension at all. There will be ony one different that the revenue collected in
the hands of the richesset persons of the develop country now onwards will have to
spend on the welfare of the people of the whole world. Rather the people would be
treated as world citizen. With giving world eggmark to the products of the
industries of the world there will not any scope for marking any product as
indigenous. The number of humanists, supporters of human rights and well wishers
of the poors is much more in the develop countries and their strength is also more
so they have greater impact on their govt the supporters of human rights will
support the real definition of because they will easily stand this fact that existence
of poverty and economic slavery in the world due to fake definition given of
sovereignty. This class of the develop countries will became active after looking
the road map of estabilishing genuine sovereingy and dethus they will start
exurting pressure on their respective govts to excute this road map.

When prices of car have been equalized almost in every country of the world
on account of rules of the world trade organization then there is no justification to
allow descripancies in the prices of labour to be extended their end.

